
 

 

 

Breaking Down the Corner to Adjust Handling 

With the summer race season in full swing, we at PMP Chassis would like to address common issues of 

searching for the balance of side bite and forward bite. 

1. The biggest mistake we see guys making is getting themselves in situations where they’re too 

tight entering the corner or across the center and due to that they end up loose on corner exit. 

Breaking down the corner and understanding that every adjustment changes the action of the car 

but also has an equal reaction to the handling characteristics. In simple terms, your entry is where 

your corner starts and it’s where your entire problem with your car rotating through the center and 

exit of the corner. Too much emphasis is focused on corner exit and not understanding or 

focusing nearly enough on corner entry and rotating through the center to carry the momentum to 

achieve better forward drive.  A majority of issues start there and creating issues with corner exit 

with forward bite. Driving styles and tendencies also come into play especially in dirt track racing 

where conditions are constantly changing. In reality rarely will you feel like your car is 100% 

perfect during a night. In dirt track racing, track conditions change from hooked up and tacky to 

developing slick spots, ruts, dry top, tacky top, or develops a various sized cushion. Corner entry 

and perfecting the combination of throttle control and corner braking techniques are just as 

important to setup regardless of chassis you are currently running. Causing the car to be too tight 

and not rotate the center of the corner. 

2. Here are some examples of setup mistakes we see when looking for forward drive off the corner. 

a. Decreasing Right Rear Wheel spacing drastically. 

b. Reducing stagger below 6” on 1/5 mile or shorter tracks 

c. Drastically reducing chassis tilt 

d. Moving top wing back where you lose the balance of the down force from front to rear of 

the car. 

These are the most common mistakes in chassis tuning to affect corner entry making your car 

tight on entry and not rotating the center. Typically a driver will unknowingly shake the car or 

pitch it in on corner entry and cause the car to snap free, greatly affecting exit where you usually 

lose more drive off the corner or cause a four wheel drift. 

3.  Shocks! Shocks are the most misunderstood fine tuning device on a micro sprint. Regardless of 

what brand of shock or if it is a twin tube or mono tube shock (which is often incorrectly referred 

to as a gas shock) you need to have dyno sheets measuring the compression and rebound stages. 

In simple terms, if you do not have the information of how your shocks are valved with dyno 

readings, you can not tune the handling of your car. It is impossible to provide tech support to full 

range of to your setup program.   



 

 

 
 

Above are examples of shock dyno sheets. The top sheet is a Roehrig Dyno Sheet one you would 

get with your shock when purchased or rebuilt from most manufacturers such as ARS or CSI. The 

bottom sheet is a spreadsheet, one you would receive from a Maxwell dynoed shock dyno.  

 

We will be adding more information on updated set up combinations along with information on 

how to understand how the shock functions, valving, and tuning recommendations.   


